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About This Game

"Salutations. Would you like to attend a school for girls?"

This romance visual novel explores the question of gender integration at a private school.
A curious series of events leads to our hero becoming the only boy at a prestigious girls' academy...

But over 99% of the girls are against integration!
The girls are so sheltered, that they actually run away screaming at the sight of him!

Our hero needs to befriend them if he wants to stay, but the situation's looking grim...
The sole girl in favor of reform looks to our hero with hope in her eyes.

Thus, he must fight -- to convince the few neutral parties at the school, his childhood friend... and even those who show him
open disgust!

The game spans a full year, divided into 26 "anime-like" chapters.
Colorful movies and SD illustrations bring the classic girls' school events to life!

Athletics festivals, elegant balls, swimsuits, love rivalries... and romance that would make a true lady blush!
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MOONSTONE
Publisher:
MangaGamer
Release Date: 27 Mar, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP+

Processor: Pentium III 800 MHz or higher

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: VRAM 32MB

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,Japanese
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Nice VN. Everything about it is well done. I have nothing bad to say about it. Well written, engaging characters, interesting
story, and a smooth presentation with plenty of nice touches. And of course plenty of choices to influence the story.

Also, it look a few minutes in for me to realize that this was made by a dev who made another VN I've played through here on
Steam. That one was also good.. cannot change to widescreen mode, rubbish. This whole finding things genre has never been my
thing, but the story in this was worth it. Great atmosphere and the visuals are quite pleasing. This is probably the best bang for
your buck roguelike out there, and the better you get at this game, the more apparent that becomes. Starting off in this game,
you have a few lands to start out with, each one has simple rules on the surface, temperature can rise and melt blocks in ice land,
there are worms that will die at dead ends in the desert, the walls in the living caves move according to complex rules you should
probably just not think about.

Those are three of the starting worlds you have, but as you collect treasure and kill enemies and unlock new worlds, you start
encountering more abstract or complex rulesets. Without spoiling too much, it gets to the point where there's a minesweeper
world. Like, you're just playing minesweeper in a roguelike. and this is all on top of the game's base appeal, which is already
pretty significant.

Basically, it's a top-down game where you move one space at a time and other enemies move at the same time, which is pretty
standard roguelike fare, but the game is also rendered as non-euclidean spaces. Basically that means that space behaves
differently from how it does in our world, and you'd be forgiven for thinking it's just a fish-eye lens over a standard 2D space.
In addition to THAT, the game also works on chess rules; you can't make a move that would kill you, and you lose if you can't
make a move that doesn't kill you. With some exceptions, enemies die in one hit, so there's no levelling system (well, not a
conventional one at least)

Instead of levelling up, collecting enough treasure in a single world will cause power ups specific to that world to spawn for that
run. It's a really unique and refreshing take on a progression system that makes collecting random trinkets feel really rewarding.

The only issue I have with this game is that it takes a WHILE to build yourself up to a high score, and death comes fast, and you
might not see it coming. If you're like me and have a hard time thinking multiple steps ahead, you might find yourself getting
really frustrated at this game. Play cautiously and you'll be fine.

BUY THIS GAME. I love this game.
This game gives me flow.
I die a hell lot of times but i do not even care.
Cause the way this interactive non-euclidean geometry rips apart your brain is simply amazing.

Pros:
- Cheap (ok there is a non-steam free version BUT)
- the steam version has an immense amount of well balanced achievements.
- Unique (you probably wont find other hyperbolic geomerty games out there)
- Flow.
- Easy to learn, hard to master.

Cons:
- Missing story? (or is it me who would like to see some bonus content like story scrolls to find)
- If you are not into this type then you might not love as much as me.
- although easy to learn, some encyclopedia would come handy sometimes
  (like "mmm... how does the flail guard again work?")
- minimalistic (if you are not into that)

Other.
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Controls:
- Mouse is okay.
- Keyboard is a little bit of hard for me - although it gives the feeleing of a really old game :)
- Controller is♥♥♥♥♥♥

Cannot recommend enough.
Buy it. Play it. Love it.

10/10. great game well made i love it. The map itself is really nice, lots of detail and points of entry which give you good
strategic advantage. It really feels like a place from the Walking Dead universe, something about gas stations really bring out the
apocalypse vibe.
However the mission itself is really short and can be easily completed in about 10-15 minutes. I played it solo and finished it in
about 20 and that was on hard difficulty.
A good map but don't expect too much.
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Another excellent addon by Virtual Railroads, however if you want a cab car, purchase the addon from the developer's website.
My one quibble with this addon is that the LZB and AFB seem to max out at 160km\/h even if running in 200 or 280 km\/h
sections of track
(EDIT) Promptly fixed. It's a technically complex song for the Bass. I'd recommend this one for intermediate players or better.
Don't know about guitar.. This was my first time playing having no idea what im doing
Hire cheepist scout he finds (son of) spartacus pressxfordoubt.png
spartacus frist match fights a tiger and wins af
spartacus then has to fight another gladiator wins af again
spartacus is number 1 gladiator in the whole empire already wow
spartacus fights in his 3rd match gets killed af in one hit after betting on him
why do the gods hate me?. Played local multiplayer with my brother.

Had fun and a good bonding time with him.

Would do it again.

4/5 stars. While it is a fun game,

the console versions is much better optimized in the UI and actual gameplay.

The switch port runs better, and has more logical controls.

the game slows to a crawl speed if I am in anything but the smallest rez on my desktop (AMD Ryzen 7, with Radeon RX 580
card.)

Pass the steam version and get the switch one, youl be much more satisfied.
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